2020 Incoming Freshmen Survey
Learn about the incoming class in the STRANGEST semester yet!

Growth:
65% expect to change and grow during their time at Virginia Tech

1/3 plan to attend graduate school

TOP 5 MAJORS:
1. Computer Science – 7.3%
2. Mechanical Engineering – 7.0%
3. Biological Sciences – 6.2%
4. Aerospace Engineering – 4.7%
5. Business Information Tech. – 3.4%

Rise to the Challenge
97% are confident in succeeding when faced with a challenging task

What are they saying?

Setting Goals
93% plan to graduate in 4 years or less

Top 5 Skills Students Hope to Develop

50% are attending VT to help them find a job upon graduation

35% are attending VT to develop a strong foundation for graduate school.

Questions? Contact the Office Institutional Effectiveness, bbodo@vt.edu